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Abstract:  

We have studied the  trigonometric formulae’s in mathematics by using mathematical modeling techniques. 

Then we made a ‘model’ naming as ‘Mathematical Watch Model Formula’. This is useful for calculating some results 

in trigonometry. 
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Introduction: 

In mathematics, there are  some trigonometric 

function such as sine , cosine, tangent, 

cotangent, secant and cosecant. We have seen 

that these functions become its ratio of sides of a 

triangle ; it is as of the following  

 

 

 

In a right angle triangle, the ratio of sides E and 

G is sine of angle  before  side E, the  ratio of sides 

F and G is cosine  of angle  be fore  side E.  The 

other functions, like  tangent is  ratio of sine  and 

cosine, cotangent is reciprocal of tangent, secant 

is reciprocal of cosine and cosecant is reciprocal 

of sine of angle before side  E. These  functions are 

known as trigonometric functions. The  value of a 

lot of various angles of these trigonometric 

functions can be  calculated in a model formula 

known as ‘Mathematical Watch Model Formula’. 

I. Methodology: 

Fifth stages form of Mathematical modeling 

 
Figure 1: The ‘operating system’ of Mathematical 

modeling process. 

 

From fig-1, we have observed that ‘any problem 

of real world’ can be  solved in fifth step. So we  say 

it is fifth stages of mathematical modeling. In the  

first step understand the  real world problem, 

then second step by using mathematical 

operations and formulation.  

In the third step, for solving 

mathematical problem by using some 

assumptions then we ge t mathematical results. 

In the fourth step we check the  mathematical 

results with the  real world results.  

Then in fifth step if the  mathematical 

results are valid with the  real world results then 

this mathematical model is valid otherwise revise 

the  model. This process of mathematical 

modeling is known as fifth stages of 

mathematical mode ling. 

Mathematical Watch Model Formula (MWM-

formula): 

It is of the following: 

  

Figure 2: Mathematical Watch Model Formula  
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We have  seen that the  students are very difficult to understand the trigonometric functions 

such as sine, cosine, tangent, cotangent, cosecant, and secant.  

Therefore we will try to calculate  values of the above  trigonometric functions of various angles 

by using Watch, it is known as Mathematical Watch Model Formula. Such types of formulae are 

be longing to MWM Formula. There are as of the  following, Here ‘pi = 1800’ it is used in the following: 

1. Sin(2k+1)pi/2)   = 1 if k is even 

                           = -1 if k is odd  

2.  Cos(2k+1)pi/2)  = 0 for all integer values of k                                                                   

3. Cot(2k+1)pi/2)    = 0 for all integer values of k 

4. Cosec(2k+1)pi/2) = 1 if k is even  

                              = -1 if k is odd 

5. Sec(2k+1)pi/2)  = ∞ for all integer values of k   

6. Tan(2k+1)pi/2) = ∞ for all integer values of k   

7. Sin(3k+1)pi/3)  = √3/2 if k is even 

                          = -√3/2 if k is odd  

8.  Cos(3k+1)pi/3) =1/2 if k is even   

                           = -1/2 if k is odd                                                                                            

9. Cot(3k+1)pi/3)  =1/√3 if k is even 

                           = -1/√3 if k is odd      

10. Cosec(3k+1)pi/3) = 2/√3 if k is even                                      

                             = -2/√3 if k is odd 

11. Sec(3k+1)pi/3)  = 2 if k is even                                                   

                          = -2 if k is odd   

12. Tan(3k+1)pi/3) = √3 if k is even                                    

                         = -√3 if k is odd                                 

13. Sin(6k+1)pi/6)  = 1/2 if k is even                               

                          = -1/2 if k is odd       

14.  Cos(6k+1)pi/6) = √3/2 if k is even                                

                          = -√3/2 if k is odd                                      

15. Tan(6k+1)pi/6)  =1/√3 if k is even 

                           = -1/√3 if k is odd 

16. Cosec(6k+1)pi/6) = 2  if k is even                                             

                             = -2 if k is odd 

17. Sec(6k+1)pi/6)  = 2/√3  if k is even   

                          = -2/√3 if k is odd                                               

18. Cot(6k+1)pi/6)  = √3 if k is even 

                          = -√3 if k is odd                                

19. Sin(4k+1)pi/4)  = 1/√2 if k is even                                                          

                          = -1/√2  if k is odd  

20.  Cos(4k+1)pi/4) = 1/√2 if k is even   

                           = -1/√2 if k is odd                                                                                                                   

21. Tan(4k+1)pi/4)  =1  if k is even                                     

                           = -1 if k is odd                                

22. Cosec(4k+1)pi/4) = √2  if k is even                                                   

= -√2 if k is odd                             

23. Sec(4k+1)pi/4)  = √2  if k is  even   

                          = -√2 if k is odd                                                                                  

24. Cot(4k+1)pi/4)  = 1 if k is  even                                             

                          = -1 if k is odd                              

25. Cos(k)pi)   = 1 if k is even 

                   = -1 if k is odd  

26.  Sin(k)pi)  = 0 for all integer values of k   

27. Tan(k)pi) =  0 for all integer values of k   

28. Cosec(k)pi) = ∞ for all integer values of k   

29. Sec(k)pi) = 1 if k is even 
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                = -1 if k is odd 

30. Cot(k)pi) = ∞ for all integer values of k   

31. Sin(6k+4)pi/6)  = √3/2 if k is even                                

                          = -√3/2 if k is odd                                      

32. Cos(6k+4)pi/6) =-1/2 if k is even   

                           = 1/2 if k is odd                                                                                            

33. Tan(6k+4)pi/6  = -√3 for all integer values of k                             

34. Cosec(6k+4)pi/6 = 2/√3  if k is even   

                            = -2/√3 if k is odd                                               

35. Sec(6k+4)pi/6  = -2  if k is even                                             

                          = 2 if k is odd                

36. Cot(6k+4)pi/6  = -1/√3 for all integer values of k  

37. Sin(4k+3)pi/4) = 1/√2 if k is even   

                         = -1/√2  if k is odd                                                                                                           

38. Cos(4k+3)pi/4) = -1/√2 if k is even   

                          = 1/√2 if k is odd                                                                                                                   

39. Tan(4k+3)pi/4  = -1 for all integer values of k   

40. Cosec(4k+3)pi/4 = √2  if k is even   

                            = -√2 if k is odd                                           

41. Sec(4k+3)pi/4  =- √2  if k is even   

                          = √2 if k is odd                                           

42. Cot(4k+3)pi/4  = -1 for all integer values of k   

43.  Sin(6k+5)pi/6) = 1/2 if k is even                               

                          = -1/2 if k is odd       

44. Cos(6k+5)pi/6) =-√3/2 if k is  even                                 

                          = √3/2 if k is odd                                    

45. Tan(6k+5)pi/6  = -1/ √3  for all integer values of k   

46. Cosec(6k+5)pi/6 = 2  if k is even   

                            = -2  if k is odd                                           

47. Sec(6k+5)pi/6  = -2 /√3  if k is even    

                          = 2/√3  if k is odd                                           

48. Cot(6k+5)pi/6  = - √3  for all integer values of k   

 

All the 48 trigonometric formulae  are  included in 

the mathematical watch model formula.  

Therefore  we can find the  easily values of 

trigonometric function of any angles in the  above 

MWM formula. So it is  very use ful to understand 

and finding the  above values.    

Conclusion: 

We have  concluded that the  technique of 

mathematical modeling is useful for solving any 

problem in mathematics. Here we use this 

technique  to solve easily the results of 

trigonometric functions such technique is known 

as mathematical watch model formula 

(MWM-formula). 
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